The spectral analysis Software SpecWin Pro allows an easy configuration and calculates automatically all optical parameters from the measured spectra. It offers a comfortable user interface by featuring separate application windows for each measurement mode.

SpecWin Pro supports the Instrument Systems’ spectrometers MAS 40, CAS 140B/CT and SPECTRO 320(D) series. Customer-owned devices can be integrated easily by using the Basic-IDE module.

The software is available in English and German as well as in traditional and simplified Chinese. Furthermore, its appearance can be customized with the aid of Dock Windows.
Report
Predefined reports in all measurement modes are available for the documentation of all relevant parameters, results and graphs. A Report Builder exists for individually customized report layouts.

SuperUserMode
Password restricted access to parameter settings and configurations.

Sourcemeter Module
A seamless integration of Keithley Sourcemeters 2400 and 2600 series plus Instrument Systems LED-720 constant current source for LEDs is possible.

Active Legend
Switch between spectrum information by clicking on the file name in the diagrams legend.

Self-Absorption Correction Wizard
Fully integrated assistant for self-absorption correction for luminous flux measurements with integrating spheres.

TOP 200
- USB camera picture for precise and comfort-table positioning of the measurement spot and for documentation.
- Setup for TOP 200 USB camera parameters.
- Settings for TOP 200 measurements in the parameter dialogue including spot size / field of view information.
Measurement Tables
Easy configuration of customized tables by choosing from a complete list of all measurement parameters, conditions and results, including values from Keithley sourcemeters and Pass/Fail results. Table can be saved as MS Excel file.

Goniometer Module
Enables the determination of angle dependent radiation characteristics of LEDs and other light sources. The resulting spatial radiation pattern can be displayed in a three-dimensional chart.

Pass/Fail
Comfortable monitoring of measurement conditions and results by
a) defining min and max barriers for all parameters or
b) creating color regions of interest as polygons or ellipses.
These color regions can be displayed in the gamut chart. Pass/Fail results may be included in the measurement series table.

DTS Module
The DTS module is used to perform automated display and light measurements, particularly for determining viewing angle-dependent properties and spatial homogeneity of displays, LED modules and panel graphics.

Commander Module
The Commander module is used for the definition of automated measurement sequences in all measurement modes. All possible parameters of a test set-up can be selected and are then executed automatically step by step. Also the generation of current and voltage series with Keithley sourcemeters is possible.
We bring quality to light.